C40 Knowledge Resources

General Introduction To Climate Action In Cities
1.5°C cities: The what, why and how of urban climate leadership
Cities and the Climate Crisis: Time to Act [Video already shown in game]
Greenhouse gas emissions interactive dashboard

Green Energy
How to include green energy in your city [Video]
Why your city should aim for 100% clean energy by 2050
Five impactful actions for cities to clean their energy supply

Low-Carbon Mobility And Air Quality
How to encourage low carbon mobility and improve air quality [Video]
Why green and healthy transport modes deliver vast rewards for cities
Six impactful actions cities can take to improve their air quality

Planning And Designing A Sustainable Community
How to plan and design a sustainable community [Video]
Why every city can benefit from a ‘15-minute city’ vision
Integrating Climate Adaptation: A toolkit for urban planners and adaptation practitioners

Circular Resources And Sustainable Waste Management
How to encourage circular resource use & limit waste in your city [Video]
Six city actions to improve waste management and reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Why cities need to advance towards zero waste

Building And Construction
How to make your buildings more sustainable [Video]
Five impactful actions cities can take to reduce building energy demand
Why transitioning to zero-carbon buildings is a vital, urgent and rewarding investment for cities

Sustainable Water Management
How to manage water in your city [Video]
How to manage water scarcity and adapt to drought
Urban water management: Creating climate-resilient cities
Inclusive Climate Action And Green Jobs
   *How to encourage inclusive climate action [Video]*
   *Why a ‘just transition’ is essential for advancing ambitious city climate action*
   *Good green jobs: How to ensure an equitable, just transition for workers*

Climate Resilience And Urban Nature
   *How to make your city climate resilient [Video]*
   *How to create space for nature in your city [Video]*
   *Why your city should use nature-based solutions to manage climate risks*
   *Nature-based solutions: How to use urban nature to manage climate risks*

Sustainable Lifestyle & Food
   *How to create sustainable food systems [Video]*
   *Why your city should work towards sustainable urban consumption*
   *Why cities should pursue a Planetary Health Diet for all citizens by 2030*